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Executive Summary
Sri Lanka reacted swiftly to the tsunami of December 26, 2004 and implemented
systems and procedures to speed recovery. Its focus on a rapid reconstruction and
rehabilitation improved existing infrastructure and housing standards; simultaneously,
it implemented disaster management measures to decrease the loss of lives and
property in future events. Many of the post-tsunami initiatives paved the way for
improvements that transcend the immediate recovery and, in the view of the authors,
have made Sri Lanka more resilient than it was before the tsunami.
This report has been prepared to inform the drafting of a best practices guide for
Disaster Recovery Frameworks. This initiative is being developed by the European
Union, the United Nations Development Program’s Bureau for Crisis Prevention and
Recovery, and the World Bank’s Global Facility of Disaster Reduction and Recovery
(GFDRR). Individual case studies are being prepared on particular countries’ rebuilding
and reconstruction efforts, and several thematic case studies are being developed,
including one on Building Back Better (BBB) practices, as defined by the GFDRR.
The work in this document is based on observations of the recovery and reconstruction
practices after the tsunami. The findings are based on a ten-day visit (July 30-August 7,
2013) to Sri Lanka undertaken by members of the Earthquake Engineering Research
Institute (EERI), as well as on a brief review of related government documents and
scientific literature. The field visit included interviews of government and nongovernment officials, interviews of the resident population in reconstructed and
resettled locations, and an informal survey of the structures developed in
reconstruction processes. The work’s initial and fundamental aim was to track BBB
practices that had led to successful outcomes with the housing, health, and tourism
sectors. However, this was not feasible since Sri Lanka’s administration had not
developed a formal BBB recovery strategy that was strictly in-line with the definitions
set forth by the GFDRR. Therefore, the scope of the field investigation had to be
adjusted to the Sri Lankan reality.
This study is not intended to cover all the issues related to BBB implementation,
whether these are formally or informally defined. This would obviously need a much
more in-depth review of documentation and more extensive interviews.
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The recovery and reconstruction practices can be judged in the BBB context only from a
distance. The EERI team identified a series of processes that, while not being formally
“labeled” as BBB by Sri Lanka, led to outcomes aligned with the BBB philosophy. The
following points summarize the actions that, in the opinion of the EERI field team, are in
keeping with a BBB philosophy:











Establishment of the new Ministry for Disaster Management
Prompt development of guidelines for good construction practices in housing
reconstruction by the National Housing Development Authority (although their
implementation at the time was subpar)
Deployment of a tsunami warning system and tsunami evacuation plan with
signboards along the coastline
Higher regulation of urban development along the coastal area, including
implementation of a relatively sophisticated buffer zone policy that varies locally
and by the type of usage
Speedy and efficient reconstruction of housing which, in general, helped to avoid
the creation of long-term temporary settlements
Improvement of general housing standards through the reconstruction programs
(although the standards varied)
Improved facilities for fishing and tourism activities through reconstruction and
expansion of better-protected harbors
Improvements to the health sector through reconstruction and expansion of
healthcare facilities (although the authors were able to obtain only limited data
on this)

Some shortcomings were identified, both in the early aftermath and later on. To
highlight potential problems for avoidance in the future, in Sri Lanka or elsewhere, the
most significant shortcomings are summarized here:







Lack of a well-planned coastal and land use policy resulted in a somewhat
chaotic process for identification of resettlement land
Lack of strong construction guidance for international donors resulted in varied
quality of donor-driven projects
Although construction guidelines were swiftly prepared after the tsunami, lack of
an implementation and monitoring mechanism to ensure good construction
practices for disaster risk reduction may have resulted in lost opportunities to
build disaster-resistant housing
Overreliance on local government for the administration of reconstructed
housing may have created some disparities at the local and national level
To a large extent, the lessons learned from the disaster have not been
institutionalized due to the sudden dismantling of various governmental units
created after the tsunami, so little apparent knowledge has been transferred or
added to the institutional memory
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Introduction and Organization of the Report
During the early morning hours of December 26, 2004, a tsunami struck over half of the
coastal areas of Sri Lanka, killing more than 35,000 people, destroying approximately
100,000 homes, and damaging another 130,000. The most heavily damaged areas were
along the southern, eastern and north-eastern coasts (see Figure 1 for mortalities by
district). Small fishing villages on beaches were badly damaged and many inhabitants
were killed. The homes destroyed accounted for approximately 13% of the country’s
housing stock. Because of this large loss of housing, approximately 500,000 people
were internally displaced to schools, religious centers, and temporary shelters.

Figure 1. Tsunami deaths by district, from National Disaster Management Centre, 2005.
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As is frequently the case, the first responders were immediate and extended family and
neighbors. Aid in the form of immediate necessary supplies (food, clothing, medicines)
came from across the country, and the medical response to injuries in the very early
aftermath was viewed as successful. For example, infectious disease outbreaks were
prevented.
The temporary shelters that accommodated the displaced population remained open
for nearly two years as the housing stock was reconstructed. As of August 2013,
officials indicated in interviews that all displaced persons have received housing,
although it is possible that up to 2% of affected persons still remain in temporary
shelters or are living in damaged homes.
This report is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides a short discussion on the definition of Building Back Better (BBB)
based on previously published works. It should be noted that neither this nor any other
formal definition was used by Sri Lanka when designing a holistic recovery strategy.
Throughout the text, the report tries to highlight elements that were observed and that
might be in line with BBB practices, without strictly judging whether they are or not.
Section 3 enumerates the policies and describes the institutional framework created
for the initial recovery and reconstruction, highlighting those measures that, in the
opinion of the authors, were put in place with the objective of building to higher
standards than existed previously.
Section 4 describes the tsunami housing reconstruction programs and underlines the
strengths and weaknesses of the owner- and donor-driven reconstruction schemes,
which constituted the backbone of the housing reconstruction plan. The most extensive
analysis in the report is on the housing sector since it received most attention and it was
the most critically affected.
Section 5 presents some observations and descriptions about the early warning
systems put in place. At the time of the visit, this seemed to be a critical complement to
the land use policies put in place, since it permits a reasonable usage of the coastal
zones for economic activity while safeguarding life. While not strictly a “reconstruction”
project, it reflected the “build back better” philosophy in Sri Lanka.
Section 6 condenses observations about advances related to the health, tourism, and
fisheries sectors. Tourism received little attention from official and governmental
institutions, as far as the team could tell, so many of the observations are based on
interviews with the local hotel association members in Arugam Bay, one of the most
popular touristic destinations in the country. The team was able to visit only two health
facilities and reports about reconstruction in this sector were difficult to obtain. A
deeper examination is necessary to a full picture the health sector’s evolution after the
tsunami. Finally, although the developments in the fisheries sector were outside the
scope of this work, the team had an opportunity to observe a few elements in this
sector’s reconstruction that were worth incorporating into this report.
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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Section 7 presents conclusions.
Most of the findings rely on the field work documented separately in Appendix 1, along
with pictures and detailed descriptions of the buildings the team examined. Appendix
2 describes the research methods used and summarizes the pool of interviewees
without detailed identification; it also provides a summary of the interview guides
developed before the trip and adjusted during the work.
Transportation, education, health, tourism, sanitation and utility infrastructure,
livelihoods, and the environment were seriously damaged (Table 1 summarizes
reported losses).
Table 1. Major reported tsunami impacts.

DAMAGE
(in $)**

Social*

Economic*

Human
impacts*

IMPACTS
People
killed
People
injured
People
internally
displaced
Value of lost
assets
Lost
livelihoods
Houses
damaged
Proportion of
fishing fleet
destroyed
Damage to
tourism
infrastructure

Widowed,
orphaned and
affected
elderly and
disabled
Health
facilities
damaged
Education
facilities
damaged

ESTIMATED
RECOVERY
COSTS (in $)**

35,322
21,441
516,150

US $900 m
150,000

$140 m

98,000

$306-$344 m

$437-$487 m

75%

$97 m

$118 m

Large hotels
Small hotels
Related small
enterprises
40,000

53 (out
of 242)
248
210

$250 m (total
sector)

97

$60 m

$84 m

201

$26 m

$45 m
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Schools used
as IDP camps
School
children
affected

446
200,000

* source: TAFREN, Central Bank, MoF—National Planning Department, Sectoral Reports (quoted in GoSL
and Development Partners 2005).
**source: Asian Development Bank, Japan Bank for International Cooperation and World Bank,
Preliminary Damage Assessment (2005).
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2. Definition of Building Back Better (BBB)
The GFDRR (2013) has conducted a literature survey on building back better and has
identified several elements that define BBB as an overarching generic principle in
reconstruction. These principles correspond to Clinton’s propositions of 2006, which
are often used to define BBB:
1. Governments, donors, and aid agencies must recognize that families and
communities drive their own recovery
2. Recovery must promote fairness and equality
3. Governments must enhance preparedness for future disasters
4. Local governments must be empowered to manage recovery efforts, and donors
must devote greater resources to strengthening government recovery
institutions, especially at the local level
5. Good recovery planning and effective coordination depend on good information
6. The UN, World Bank, and other multilateral agencies must clarify their roles and
relationships, especially in addressing the early stage of a recovery process
7. The expanding role of NGOs and the Red Cross/Red Crescent Movement carries
greater responsibilities for quality in recovery efforts
8. From the start of recovery operations, governments and aid agencies must create
the conditions for entrepreneurs to flourish
9. Beneficiaries deserve the kind of agency partnerships that move beyond rivalry
and unhealthy competition
10. Good recovery must leave communities safer by reducing risks and building
resilience
These propositions or principles cover aspects of recovery that range from government
ownership to the coordination of donors, and include roles and responsibilities of local
communities. BBB is further defined through the principles put forth by Mannakkara
and Wilkinson (2013) when analyzing recovery outcomes of major disasters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Improvement of structural designs
Land-use planning
Social recovery
Economic recovery
Stakeholders
Legislation and regulation
Community consultation
Monitoring and evaluation

These principles combine structural and non-structural mitigation measures with
processes and implementation guidelines, as well as the areas of reconstruction, in line
with the reviewed GFDRR’s definitions (GFDRR, 2013). A recent EU study by Gupta et
al. (2010) identified five principles to define a project that covered countries all across
the Indian Ocean:
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Making disaster reduction part of the national agenda
People-led efforts to reduce effects of disasters
Schools and hospitals as local champions for disaster reduction efforts
Integrated approach to environmental sustainability and disaster reduction
Cascading training system

As the following sections describe, many of the elements cited above were present in
the Sri Lankan recovery and reconstruction process to smaller or larger degrees. In fact,
in order to guide the rebuilding in various sectors, in 2005 the government of Sri Lanka
endorsed a set of eight “guiding principles” for the reconstruction in the country, which
echo many of the BBB elements described above:
1. Recovery must be carried out according to identified needs and local priorities
2. Subsidiarity—recovery activities should be as decentralized as possible
3. Recovery activities must include consultation with local affected communities
and stakeholders
4. Communication and transparency must be ensured at all levels
5. Future vulnerabilities ought to be reduced—disaster management and early
warning
6. Reconstruction process should reach previously marginalized (through conflict
or poverty)
7. Debt relief should be prudently managed
8. Coordination is essential to maximize benefits and prevent duplication
The field visit made it possible to identify recovery initiatives that were in sync with
several of these guiding principles and with the above-noted BBB elements. However,
in order to determine whether these elements were universally present, and to what
degree, a deeper investigation is needed. If a quantification of some sort were to be
required, a series of metrics should be defined to describe each BBB element, and a
baseline of these metrics computed from available data on Sri Lanka in a pre- and posttsunami state. Not only is this beyond the scope of this work. but constructing the
baseline comparison would be enormously difficult since many of the records of the
pre-reconstruction circumstances were lost in the dismantling of the reconstruction
authorities.

3. Institutional Framework
The Centre for National Operations (CNO) was created in the early aftermath of the
disaster to coordinate the immediate response and recovery. The CNO established
three taskforces; these organizations and their missions were described to the EERI
team in personal interviews and through a series of TAFREN presentations that
spanned from 2005 to 2009:
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TAFLOL (Taskforce for Logistics and Law and Order) – Taskforce responsible for
law and order and for distribution of relief
TAP (Transitional Accommodation Project) – TAP had the task of organizing oneyear transition shelters, organizing and distributing rations, meals, and
identifying suitable transition camp sites
TAFREN (Taskforce for Rebuilding the Nation) – Entrusted with the long-term
reconstruction.

Figure 2. Organization of the agencies tasked with response and recovery.

The CNO ceased operations within a year of the tsunami, but TAFREN continued to
operate long after the CNO was dismantled. The structural framework of the Sri Lankan
government was perceived to be strong and well-organized; however, to avoid the
potential that its systems and procedures would not be powerful enough to avoid delays
in the recovery process, the creation of TAFREN was deemed important. TAFREN was
empowered to bypass bureaucratic and systemic hurdles when necessary, and to work
at a faster pace as the situation demanded. It was populated by senior officials from
different governmental ministries and included key players from the private sector.
To manage the process of reconstruction, TAFREN divided the affected coastline into
two regions: the south and west region with a new sub-unit called the South West
Housing Reconstruction Unit (SWHRU), and the north and east region for which the
North East Housing Reconstruction Unit (NEHRU) was created.
It is important to note that the executive framework created was not meant to be
institutionalized because the Sri Lankan government appeared to be fairly comfortable
with its capacity to handle smaller and more frequent disasters such as cyclones,
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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drought, and flooding. The new taskforces were created for a limited duration to assist
the existing mechanisms to deal with this large-scale event.
However, in November 2005, the permanent new Ministry of Disaster Management was
created and the Disaster Management Centre was established as the lead agency to
implement activities related to disaster risk management and collaborate with all
government institutions, public and private partners, and non-governmental
organizations. This new authority is designed to play a pivotal role in risk mitigation as
well. The new body ensures better disaster preparedness, which corresponds with a
number of the BBB elements cited above.
Shortly after its creation, TAFREN divided the areas requiring rehabilitation and
reconstruction into the following sectors:









Housing and urban development
Telecommunications
Tourism
Roads and railways
Livelihoods
Ports
Fisheries
Health

From the beginning, reconstruction in the housing sector was planned according to the
principles of BBB practice, at least in general. This is evidenced in documents and
presentations from 2005 prepared during the early phases of the response. BBB
principles were not represented as strongly in any other sectors, although rebuilding
policies had some effects that were, in the opinion of the authors, reflective of better
standards than in the pre-tsunami days.
Prior to 2004, Sri Lanka had not been exposed to major earthquakes or tsunamis for
many years. The traditional construction techniques had not appeared to have failed
dramatically in the minor but more frequent disasters such as flooding or cyclones.
In particular, tsunami risk was completely ignored by Sri Lanka since there had been no
previous events. After the commotion of the years following the event, tsunami is, of
course, fully recognized, but is still considered a rare occurrence.
Mitigation practices must therefore be measured against more pressing concerns in the
country. In an earthquake scenario, it is typically recognized that injury and casualty
can be minimized by reinforcing or improving the engineering of the structures
subjected to ground motion; however, tsunami damages cannot be effectively and
economically controlled by reinforcing or engineering strategies--rather by adopting
sensible coastal development strategies that establish no-build zones or protected
waterfronts (Smith, 2001). Hence, disaster-resistant construction was not perceived as
an effective risk mitigation strategy by the stakeholders once it was balanced against
the risk and the other needs of the population. Life protection measures, such as early
warning systems and established evacuation routes, were seen as more practical risk
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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reduction techniques. This emphasis meant that the “building back better” philosophy
interpreted by Sri Lanka incorporated land use policies and disaster warning
mechanisms more prominently than structural risk mitigation features. .
Approximately 100,000 houses were initially identified to be fully reconstructed. This
number rose progressively to about 120,000 with the inclusion of houses affected by
other effects of the tsunami. The expansion of benefits to residents only indirectly
experiencing tsunami losses also reinforces the argument that, from the outset, Sri
Lanka decided to improve the living situation of as many communities as was possible.
The Reconstruction and Development Authority (RADA) was created in 2006 to take
over from TAFREN and to coordinate and expedite the reconstruction programs across
the coastline of the entire country. The developments led by RADA in the housing
reconstruction phase are critical to the reconstruction process, and are described in the
following section.

4. Housing Policies and Implementation
The guiding principles set out by RADA to guide the housing reconstruction clearly
relate to the elements of BBB highlighted in the literature and discussed previously,
including equity and participation. In particular, RADA was driven by the following
objectives for housing reconstruction (Government presentation, 2005).







Provide a house for a house independent of ownership (see Asset Creation notes
of Appendix 1 for more detail on the implementation of this particular goal)
Irrespective of political boundaries inside of Sri Lanka (at the time of the conflict,
this was an intense political issue as the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Elam or LTTE
had administrational control of large sections of the north and east of Sri Lanka)
Facilitate community involvement
Ensure equity between beneficiaries
All affected people brought back to a home by the end of 2006

The housing reconstruction process was to be owned and implemented by the
District/Divisional Secretaries network, coordinated by Village Rehabilitation
Organizations, assisted by I/NGOs, and managed and monitored by RADA.

Housing Programs
The reconstruction of housing was conceptually divided into two types of programs:
“owner-driven” (commonly in-situ housing reconstruction), and “donor-driven” (largescale resettlement projects):
a) Owner-driven program
This program consisted of funding homeowners to repair and rebuild their
individual homes, usually at their original location. It was coordinated by the
two regional housing reconstruction units, SWHRU (southwest) and NEHRU
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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(northeast). About 50% of the destroyed housing stock (approximately 50,000
houses) fell into this category. The reconstructed housing units were divided
almost equally between SWHRU and NEHRU. The owner-driven housing process
is generally considered a success by Sri Lankan authorities and by the Sri Lankan
population (personal interviews, 2013). There was no formal effort to quantify
the success of this initiative, but it was widely recognized that the goals set at the
beginning were broadly fulfilled. This program was supported, among others, by
the World Bank (WB), the German Bank for Development (KfW), and the Swiss
Agency for Development (SDC).
b) Donor-driven program:
This program involved large-scale resettlement projects on land donated by the
Sri Lankan administration and constructed mostly by international nongovernmental organizations. Donors typically planned the entire resettlement
community away from the coast on land obtained from the government or from
other local entities such as religious communities. The projects faced major
hurdles in the identification of suitable relocation sites, and sometimes this
required the government to acquire private land. This process of land
acquisition was poorly documented, according to our interviews. Available land
was not always well suited for habitation, and flooding issues in marshy areas,
accessibility problems, lack of nearby potable water sources, and proximity to
war fighting often affected these projects to different extents. These projects
were coordinated by the Tsunami Housing Reconstruction Unit (THRU). About
50% of reconstructed housing was through donor-driven resettlement projects.
The administration of RADA defined the implementation of the housing programs
through a series of mechanisms to identify the beneficiaries, assess damages, handle
grievances, and disburse funding. We describe these policies in some detail below.

Identification of Beneficiaries
Identification of beneficiaries to ensure equity was the first step, which is also in line
with BBB-inspired strategies. This process consisted of establishing the eligibility of the
affected households based on proof of three pre-requisites (personal interview, 2013):




Citizenship of Sri Lanka
Ownership of land
A completed Damage Assessment Form (DAF)

While reasonable, even these simple steps were often challenging since many records of
land ownership were lost to the tsunami. Therefore, the local administration undertook
a major effort to identify and confirm the ownership of lands in the pre-tsunami
situation. This highlights the importance of safely kept records of land ownership, not
only as a good administration rule, but also as a disaster response support tool.

G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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Damage Assessment
Before any reconstruction, it is important to assess the damage properly. This makes it
possible to decide whether the housing needs repairs, or reconstruction. This step was
crucial in determining beneficiary eligibility and equity, important elements associated
with BBB principles.
In Sri Lanka, the Damage Assessment Survey required to obtain the government’s
assistance was conducted by a team of three persons: a technical officer of the
government, typically from the National Housing and Development Authority; the local
village officer or Grama Niladhari; and the chairman (or one of his representatives) of
the local rehabilitation committee.
The Damage Assessment Team classified the affected houses into one of two categories:
1) partially damaged (less than 40%), or 2) fully damaged (40% or more). The report
was then submitted to the Divisional Secretary to make a call on the type of housing
support, in situ reconstruction/repair, or relocation, depending on the situation and on
other contextual factors such as location.

Grievance Mechanism
Most complaints, according to the interviewees, concerned the classification of houses
as partly or fully damaged, since this assessment was necessarily subjective. A fully
damaged house entitled the resident to a reconstructed house or compensation of a
minimum of LKR 250,000, while a house classified as partially damaged received a
compensation of LKR 100,000. Since the damage assessment process was subject to
interpretation and judgment, it sometimes gave the impression of unfairness or even
corruption.
To address such complaints, a grievance process was created, entertaining two types of
grievances: 1) grievances concerning wrongful beneficiaries or inappropriate
categorization of damage (full or partial damage); and 2) grievances involving issues of
land ownership. Grievances were reviewed on an individual basis.

Disbursement of Funds for the Owner-Driven Housing Program
The backbone of the owner-driven housing program was staggered fund disbursal
designed to allow a measure of control over the usage of the funds. The amounts of LKR
250,000 and LKR 100,000 available for fully and partially damaged houses, respectively,
were determined based on both need and any funds disbursed for similar emergencies
in the past, specifically the LKR 100,000 that all beneficiaries received after the 2003
floords. Because the amounts provided often did not cover the full reconstruction costs
and because there was abundant monetary aid coming into Sri Lanka, funds were made
available up to an additional LKR 250,000 through donor agencies.
Owners of fully damaged homes received the payment in four installments during the
construction process, each of which required a technical review:
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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1.
2.
3.
4.

First installment after completion of the foundation
Second installment after completion of walls
Third installment after completion of the roof
Fourth and final installment when construction was finalized

A project was deemed finalized when it had a lockable front door, a kitchen, and
functional sanitary facilities. Owners of partially damaged homes received payments in
two installments, one at the beginning and one upon completion.
SWHRU and NEHRU were the nodal agencies that coordinated the owner-driven
housing reconstruction program. The NHDA, which had prepared the guidelines for
good construction practices, did not play a very direct role. Compounded by the scarce
technical supervision in the field, this contributed to a general lack of conformance with
the NHDA guidelines. The issue of timing was raised in several of our interviews as a
major problem as the construction was taking place: it took too long to develop
practical guidelines that were communicated in a practical and understandable way to
the communities. The technical guidelines produced shortly after the tsunami
(discussed below) have recently been reissued in a document that includes graphics
and figures for builders with little technical training.
The owner-driven program proceeded rapidly, especially in the west and south. As the
owners were the driving force and the funds were disbursed promptly, the scheme
worked well. The program was not as rapid in the east and north due to the political
challenges faced in those regions at the time.

Technical Reconstruction Guidelines and Principles
The Sri Lankan authorities elaborated the following configuration requirements for
both the owner-driven and the donor-driven housing schemes:
1. Minimum of 500 sq. feet total floor area, flexibility of planning as per
beneficiary’s choice, bounded by walls and covered by slab or roof with choice of
materials
2. At least one lockable internal room
3. Internal or external kitchen
4. Internal or external toilet and sanitation facilities
5. Windows, doors, and electrical fittings
Prior to the disaster, Sri Lanka lacked these specific building standards, and some
coastal populations lived in makeshift constructions on the beach.
Approximately six to ten months after the tsunami, to set standards for housing
reconstruction, the NHDA published a document titled Guidelines for Housing
Development in Coastal Sri Lanka – Statutory Requirements and Best-Practice
Guide to Settlement Planning, Housing Design and Service Provision with Special
Emphasis on Disaster Preparedness.
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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The structural requirements laid out in the document are based on internationally
accepted standards for robust construction for non-engineered or empirically
engineered construction, and were developed by a committee of engineers and
engineering professors in Sri Lanka, after their review of British, Australian, American
and other building construction standards.
Regarding the resistance of buildings to coastal hazards:
“Buildings designed to withstand natural disasters in the coastal belt of Sri Lanka must
adhere to the following principles:
i. Building must be held down to the foundation. Hence at least 4 reinforced concrete
columns at the four corners are essential. A 100 x 100mm corner column can be
constructed inside one half of a 200 mm thick hollow block into which concrete is
poured after piercing one of the 100 mm x100mm hollows in the block. Blocks in
alternate courses placed in mutually perpendicular directions will have a common
opening 100mm x 100mm or so. Alternatively, the concrete could be poured in after
constructing the walls, but GI stirrups should be placed at every 4th course in the
masonry to stick into the column. For wall lengths exceeding 6m, an additional
intermediate column along that wall should be introduced. These columns (and the
pad footings described below), are essential for buildings within the coastal belt
subject to flooding. They are desirable for resistance against earthquakes and cyclone
ii. Below ground level, the column should be of 200mm x 200mm size and be connected
with a concrete pad footing of size 750mm x 750mm x 150mm, with the column
reinforcement bent at least 450 mm into the footing. The footing reinforcement can
be 6 nos. 10mm tor steel in each direction. The formation level of the footing should
be at least 1.5 m below ground level.
iii. The columns (if provided) and all other walls should be connected together at the
lintel level. This lintel beam can be of 100mm depth with just two 10mm tor steel
bars. This will ensure that frame action and load transfer from walls to frames can
take place in the presence of columns. Even if there are no columns, the lintel will tie
walls together and improve their resistance to earthquakes and cyclones. Hence, this
simple lintel beam is probably the single most important disaster-mitigation element,
as it will provide some resistance against all natural disasters.
iv. The reinforcement from the columns should be connected to the wall plate of the roof.
The slope of the roof should be 22-30o to minimize wind uplift. Ideally roofing sheets
should be used, fixed at intervals of not greater than 1.5m in both directions to the
underlying roof timber. This provision is important for cyclone prone areas. If
columns have not been used, single 10mm steel bars encased in concrete of cross
section 100mm x 100mm (minimum) should be connected to the wall plates on the
one hand and the lintel beam on the other. The bars should be bent into the lintel
beam (prior to concreting the beam) for a length of 450mm. If a concrete roof is
being used, columns are essential (in addition to the lintel beam).
v. For flooding and cyclonic conditions, walls should be made as heavy as possible; if
hollow blocks are used they should be at least 200mm thick, and if 100mm thick walls
are used, they should be of solid block work or brick work. Where flooding and
cyclonic conditions do not prevail, minimizing the wall weight is desirable.
vi. Good quality materials should be used, especially if excessive loads may have to be
resisted. For binding mortar, the mix proportions should not be leaner than 1:6
cement:sand. For making cement blocks, the proportions should be 1:10
(cement:sand or quarry dust). It could also be 1:7:10 (cement : sand : 6-8mm
aggregate chips). Cement blocks should ideally be used only after 1-2 months after
casting, to allow for shrinkage.
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vii. The quality of concrete should be at least Grade 20 (i.e. cement : sand : coarse
aggregate = 1:2:4). Use Grade 25 for multi-storey buildings near coast. This can be
achieved using a 1:11⁄2:3 mix (cement : sand : coarse aggregate) or using a Grade 20
concrete with 15% extra cement (see, SSESL, 2005: 2-3ff).

Regarding the foundations of coastal properties:
The essential requirements of foundations to withstand typical coastal disasters are
given below:
1.

Buildings can have shallow foundations on stiff sandy soil;

2.

When there is risk of scouring due to storm surge, a minimum depth of foundation
1.5m below natural ground level should be provided in the coastal zone;

3.

Where a building is constructed on stilts, the stilts should be properly braced in both
the principal directions. This will provide stability to the complete building under
lateral loads. Knee braces are preferable to full diagonal bracing so as not to
obstruct the passage of floating debris during tidal surge/tsunami;

4.

The wall foundation should have a width of two times the thickness of wall (not less
than 0.6m in any event). Footings should be constructed in stone or cement blocks,
and not in brick work;

5.

The plinth height should not be less than 0.6 m above natural ground level or as per
topography requirement;

6.

The columns should be founded on pad footings.

Regarding other structural elements:
8.2.1

Walls

i. If possible, the individual reinforced concrete column footings should be connected by
means of RCC beams at plinth level. These beams will be intersecting at right angles
and form an integral housing unit. The plinth beam should be in one level and be
connected continuously.
ii. Continuous reinforced concrete footings are considered to be most effective from
earthquake considerations as well as to avoid differential settlements under normal
vertical loads and loss of contact during flooding. Hence they are preferable. They
offer better resistance to scouring. Average values for depth of foundation are 450
mm (1’-6”) and 750mm (2’-6”), for 225mm or 200mm (9” or 8”) walls and 300m (1’0”) and 450 mm (1’-6”) for 113mm or 100 mm (41⁄2” or 4”) walls. However depth of
foundation may be increased if necessary due to unfavorable formation of different
soil strata & scour level. Scour level is dependent on the soil type and water table. For
hard soil strata, scour level with respect to ground level is low.
8.2.2

Walls

i. In addition to the lintel beam and corner columns, a continuous, plinth beam and
roof band can be considered, on both external and internal walls. This will make the
building act as an integral unit under lateral forces.
ii. Reinforcing bars can be introduced at wall intersections and jambs of openings.
These should be surrounded by concrete of size 100mm. The anchorage should extend
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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from the ground beam to the roof beam. All bars should have an ‘L’ bend of 450 mm
in length.
8.3.3

Openings

i. It is desirable to provide reinforced bands or ties around the openings.
ii. The frames should be well anchored to the walls.
8.3.4

Roof structures

i. A flat reinforced concrete roof is preferable to the lightweight roofs discussed above.
A minimum thickness of 100mm and minimum grade of 20 should be used. A gentle
slope provided for the flat roof (e.g. 1 in 80) will enable quick drainage of rainwater.
Vertical reinforcement bars from the walls should be tied and anchored in the roof
slab.
ii. If cantilevers cannot be avoided, they should be well anchored to protect them from
earthquake damage.“

While the above guidelines are good practices to ensure minimum robustness in the
structures, they were not mandatory, in reality, since Sri Lankan authorities realized
early on that they did not have the resources to monitor implementation.
With the donor-driven programs, there was no mechanism analogous to the financial
disbursement scheme with owner-driven housing to encourage application of good
building practices. Observations of many donor-driven housing projects led the authors
to conclude that disaster risk reduction features stipulated in the NHDA guidelines
were, in general, not followed. However, there is no record or survey of building
practices across donor-driven resettlements. Since many of them were led by
organizations with engineering expertise, some may have been constructed with more
advanced technical guidance than others. What seemed clear from interviews and visits
is that the process was completely out of the hands of the governmental authorities and
left to the international organizations.

The Buffer Zone and Coastal Land Use Changes
Immediately after the tsunami, the government demarcated a buffer zone in which no
new construction would be allowed. The definition of this buffer zone evolved
significantly. The basis for establishing the extent of the zone immediately after the
tsunami is not absolutely clear, but it appears to have been based on the level of damage
observed along the coastline in different areas. The zone was roughly 100 meters in the
south and west, 200 meters in the east, and 500 meters in the north. This area was
declared a no-construction zone which meant that communities could continue to use it
and retain ownership of the land, but could not build or rebuild structures on it. The
affected families living within the buffer zone were commonly relocated into
resettlement projects.
The extent of the initial buffer zone faced much opposition from local people and
businesses as it put severe constraints on their daily lives and livelihoods. For example,
many of the affected persons were fishermen who needed to be close to the coastline for
their work. The tourism industry fought against the zoning standards because its
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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economic activity depends on beach access and coastal proximity. Under this pressure,
the government rescinded the initial buffer zone extent and reverted to buffer zone
regulations created by the Coastal Conservation Authority (CCA) in the coastal
conservation act of 1981. This buffer zone was defined on the basis of coastal erosion
and was not specifically designed for tsunami impacts. It had not been rigorously
enforced since the act was created, but did provide an empirical basis for decisions. The
buffer zone was anywhere from 10 meters to 125 meters, depending on the topography
of the area and the structure use (permanent or temporary).
During the team’s visit in Arugam Bay, the most prominent tourist center, it seemed
clear that the buffer zone implementation is still an issue. Interviewees described that
the local government regularly visits the area to bulldoze constructions built within the
regulated zone, but there’s been also ground won (literally) by the hotel associations,
since the government now allows limited usage of the zone closest to the beach as long
as it does involve permanent housing. This leaves some room for interpretation, which
makes the tensions between the hoteliers and the government somewhat ongoing.

5. Tsunami Early Warning System
The early warning system along the coast is one of the developments the team
identified as aligned with BBB principles, although not directly related to the technical
reconstruction issues. Since it is very difficult, and often unaffordable, to design
buildings to resist tsunamis, an early warning system is a critical risk reduction tool,
potentially saving lives.
The system consists of a network of numerous towers at different locations on the Sri
Lankan coast (see Figure 3). The towers are connected to a PA system designed to warn
residents of incoming threatening waves. This system is coupled with signs that show
the path to safe high ground or safe inland ground.
The tsunami tower has long-range speakers and is connected to a broadcasting
network, operated by the Disaster Management Center (Figure 4). In order to reassure
the population that the system would work in the case of a tsunami, the towers were
used for several months to broadcast the weather conditions. Regular drills are also
carried out.
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Figure 3. Locations of tsunami warning towers (From the DMC).

This system complements both the buffer zone policy and the reconstruction guidelines.
In tandem, these policies and systems allow building within a certain distance of the
coast, but do safeguard lives. The buffer zone helps to distance residential areas from
the most destructive waves, saving lives and property, but because individuals still need
to work in the coastal zone, the warning system enables quick evacuation in advance of
a tsunami. The approach seems reasonable, given the very low frequency of tsunamis
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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and the importance of leveraging the coastal front for economic usage such as tourism
and fisheries.

Figure 4. Tsunami warning towers deployed along the coast (Examples in Kaluthara and

Batticaloa).

6. Health, Tourism and Fisheries Sectors
Health Sector
The health sector was affected by the tsunami to different degrees depending on
location. In many instances, it seems that facilities were reconstructed or expanded
with funding from multiple donor agencies, which typically led to larger structures built
to the technical standards specified by the external donor agencies. However, a
recurring theme in our interviews was that the new facilities, such as operation
theaters, were largely underutilized due to the lack of staff.
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Although the team contacted the government for statistics on the location of health
facilities repaired and reconstructed, at the time of the writing of this report, these data
remain unavailable.

Tourism Sector
The team also interviewed individuals linked to the tourism business associations in
Arugam Bay. According to the interviewees and government officials, the
administration did not implement for the tourism sector any official guidelines for
reconstruction, other than that for the buffer zone. Individual business owners did
consider some better reconstruction practices on an ad hoc basis (personal interviews,
2013). These practices included building only temporary structures (sometimes
defined loosely) in the areas closest to the shoreline, in accordance with the buffer zone,
and constructing taller and more resistant concrete frame structures at a distance of a
minimum of 30m from the shore (this distance varied locally according to the buffer
zone definition).
The buffer zone usage for tourism activities developed into a more sophisticated land
use policy than the buffer zone for residential properties. Hotel facilities are allowed to
build service facilities, such as restaurants, within a band of about 20m-30m from the
coast. In some of the properties surveyed, these very basic installations occupied a
band of about 10 meters, from 10m from the shore to 20m inland.
Different kinds of hotels have been constructed or reconstructed, from two-star nonengineered cottages to five-star hotels. Since taller structures typically require some
level of engineering, these are often built to more rigorous standards, but without a
general oversight process by the government or local authorities, the implementation of
building guidelines seems to have been dependent on the particular site. Some
structures displayed the same elements as pre-tsunami buildings, with flat foundations
and masonry walls opposing the sea, while other newer buildings showed concrete
frames and multi-stories. However, it seems that the better quality structures
fundamentally reflect business interests, not building guidelines or restrictions.
The EERI team was able to inspect the some of the buildings only superficially. The
team determined that the quality is likely better than or equal to pre-tsunami standards,
but without access to the blueprints, or inspection of the construction process, it is hard
to tell whether the buildings were indeed constructed to higher standards.
Tourism managers and hotel owners explained that the tourism sector relied mostly on
loans and individual resources to rebuild. Some countries, like Italy, provided small
business recovery support, in the form of loans and grants.

Fisheries Sector
Although the fisheries sector was not within the scope of this project, the team had the
opportunity to make some observations about its rebuilding process.
An ambitious and successful post-tsunami project is the construction of a network of
small harbors for fishing vessels that spans the coast of Sri Lanka (Figure 6). These
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harbors have had several positive impacts on the community, for instance, they offer
better protection to the fishing fleet, further opportunities for larger vessels, facilitate
other activities related to tourism (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Views of the new fishing harbor in Hambantota.

The recovery of the fishing sector was quite swift since the donation of boats and nets
seemed to be popular among funding agencies, which resulted in families accumulating
several boats that they did not need. The main problem of the fishing communities may
have been the relocation inland to resettlement plots that provided no access to the
coast. Thus, many individual fishermen became laborers on large fishing vessels that
travel for several days deeper into the ocean. This represents a significant change with
social effects that may deserve an in-depth study.
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Figure 6. Location of new harbors for fishing vessels along the coast of Sri Lanka.
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7. Conclusions
The authors of this report believe that Sri Lanka built back better, whether the precise
interpretation of these words fits a formal definition or not. This team’s interpretation
transcends the technical construction issues. Sri Lanka was successful not only at
improving and expanding the building stock, but the country has also made real longterm adjustments to its administration in order to cope with disaster emergencies
better in the future.
That the process was not free of flaws and shortcomings is also obvious, but these were
not strikingly dramatic or surprising, when comparing the experience of Sri Lanka to
that of other more developed countries in disasters during this last decade.
Two overarching conclusions are collected in this section. The first revolves around the
construction-related issues, and the second around issues related to the organizational
and institutional developments and implementation.
a) Design, deployment, and implementation of construction policies
In the early aftermath of the tsunami, Sri Lanka moved to develop guidelines to
regulate the technical requirements for housing construction. These guidelines
have now been broadly distributed in the form of easy-to-read documents that
enable owners and builders to build better and safer structures.
The owner-driven program resulted in a quick reconstruction driven by the
communities, and it was a great success. It was made possible by a swift funding
scheme that did not establish too many hurdles and put the responsibility and
ownership back on the local residents.
The donor-driven program was also relatively successful, but its success was due
less to the design of the program and more to whichever agency executed the
reconstruction: the quality of outcomes varied. These constitute lessons for the
future: 1) in regulation of donor-driven projects, and 2) in the identification and
preparation of proper sites for such projects, ideally in a pre-disaster context.
The very successful owner-driven program has encouraged the government to
focus more such programs. Following the end of the political conflict with the
LTTE, reconstruction began on houses damaged during the war. For instance,
UN Habitat completed 30,000 of 165,000 houses needed, all built back better,
using the standards developed during the tsunami response.
The government plans to use this or similar mechanisms after future disasters, a
development in risk management that transcends the immediate reconstruction
needs posed by the tsunami impact.
b) Administrational and organizational long-term adaptation
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The establishment of the national DMC to coordinate mitigation, preparedness,
response, and recovery efforts is justly noted by the administration. This central
government office, with local offices in each district, provides a decentralized
emergency management mechanism that allows for information and resources
to flow between local areas and the national office, and streamlines the
disbursement of aid to different regions. Further, the decentralized mechanisms
allow for local input into emergency management, a best practice throughout the
world.
Interviewees also described the increase in disaster management educational
opportunities as a mainstreaming of disaster resilience. With the increased
focus on disaster management, university courses and research centers have
arisen across the country to support education of the next generation of disaster
managers.
The early warning system and evacuation routes throughout the coastal regions
are physical expressions of Sri Lanka’s goal to make disaster risk reduction a
common day-to-day reality. This is an important step in creating a culture of
preparedness.
Within the DMC framework, programs have incorporated a multi-hazard
approach, following universally recognized best practices. Sri Lankan national
DMC officials recognize that earthquakes and tsunamis are catastrophic but rare
events in their country. The nation faces more regular damage and casualties
due to flooding, landslides, and cyclones. Professionals with expertise in
different types of disasters now work together to plan an all-hazards approach to
reducing the damages. For example, the DMC Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC) on Guidelines contains experts in earthquake engineering and landslides
who have contributed to current building recommendations.
Without trying to tie each of these developments to one or various elements in the BBB
practices, it is obvious that Sri Lanka has institutionalized many of them. For instance,
community involvement and participation, multi-hazard perspectives, long-term
mitigation measures, and construction standards are now present in the Sri Lankan
reality to an enormously greater extent than they were before the tsunami.
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Appendix 1: Field Observations and Site Descriptions
The EERI team visited six affected coastal areas in Sri Lanka— Kaluthara, Galle, Matara,
Hambantota, Ampara, and Batticaloa—to interview officials involved in the
reconstruction or recovery processes, and beneficiaries of owner-driven and donordriven housing programs. The team was also able to make some observations on
recovery and reconstruction in the health and tourism sectors.
The field observations are organized by sector. First, the relevant observations related
to housing are presented and divided among outcomes that were considered by the
team (and the interviewees) as “structural successes” and “structural concerns.” This
section also includes a discussion of the salient sociocultural issues. The more
condensed observations on the other sectors follow.

Field Observations on the Reconstruction of the Housing Sector
Within the housing sector, the team visited nine resettlement locations and five homes
reconstructed by owners. The general impression was a sense of asset creation and
general satisfaction with the governmental assistance and the structures, although this
varied among beneficiaries according to social and cultural aspects of resettlement and
reconstruction beyond the structures themselves.
Structural Successes
In Kaluthara, two locations were investigated. The first consisted of a resettlement
project sponsored by the Red Cross (Figure 5, top images), and the second, near the
beach, had rebuilt and expanded in-situ by residents through a combination of
governmental and private funds (Figure 5, bottom images). The Red Cross resettlement
project included a complex of several four-story concrete frame buildings with masonry
infill and a gabled roof structure. Some concerns with the sewage system and drainage
were expressed, but otherwise there was satisfaction among the beneficiaries.
The reconstruction in-situ varied in quality. One resident, who had owned a reinforced
concrete house, decided to repair and expand into a second story, using the existing
structure but also erecting new columns to support the roof. Other owners who lived in
masonry structures had repaired with the same technology but respected the buffer
zone distances. This gave rise to some situations in which the resident could only repair
half of the house because half was in the buffer zone and half was not. Owners in these
circumstances typically used the no-build property area to store items or for makeshift
(i.e., not permanent) structures for cooking (Figure 5, bottom left and right).
In general, the quality of the housing was satisfactory, although it is impossible to
determine whether the construction quality is appropriate without observing the
construction process. In the case of the resettlements, the reinforced concrete
structures certainly had a structural integrity better than the brick and masonry block
housing on the beach prior to the tsunami. However, the in-situ reconstructions varied
greatly depending on the pre-existing structure. If damages were partial, typically the
owner chose to reconstruct using the same techniques and the foundations were not
removed or reconstructed. This means there is still no connection between the
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foundations and the walls (the main structural problem observed after the tsunami as
per Khazai et al. 2006).

Figure 5. Examples of housing reconstruction in Kaluthara. Red Cross Resettlement project (top images) and
in-situ reconstruction instances by owners (bottom images).

The resettlement projects in Galle were generally high in quality, although there was
also a great disparity of construction styles and materials. The projects were typically
built in land tracts at a distance from the shore. Some constructions were two-story
structures and some only one (Figure 6). External column elements supporting
balconies probably suggest that the two-story structures were built with a reinforced
concrete frame, whereas the one-story structures might have been built using masonry
wall as the supporting mechanism. It was difficult to determine whether the corner
elements of the masonry structures were reinforced as suggested by the government
and engineering guidelines. However, the houses that the team surveyed did not show
any cracks or evidence of un-accommodated displacements. These constructions
displayed elements that echo Build Back Better principles, when compared to the
situation pre-tsunami.
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Figure 6. Examples of housing reconstruction in Galle. Projects built by several donors including Caritas and
the Chinese Friendship Foundation.

In Hambantota, the team visited several resettlement projects built through donations
from Singapore and Taiwan, channeled through a local Buddhist association (Figure 7).
The houses surveyed were built as masonry structures, with supporting walls and
gabled wood roof structures. Again, from a materials and structural perspective, the
buildings showed BBB principles and residents were satisfied with their new houses. A
problem arises from the inappropriate cooking facilities provided in this type of
housing. Most kitchens were designed for a gas stove, but since residents usually cook
with firewood, they frequently strip the existing kitchens for use as a storage space, and
then build a makeshift cooking space out of adobe to enclose a wood-burning stove with
exterior ventilation (Figure 7, bottom left). The construction of adobe walls by
inexperienced builders constitutes a hazard from a pure technical perspective. These
instances illustrate a serious lack of accounting for the needs of the residents and their
customs. Though the quality of construction was generally better than before, these
unsafe additions were found with some frequency.
In Hambantota the team also visited several locations where pre-tsunami structures
had been repaired and were lived being in (Figure 8). The damages sustained by these
structures were generally minimal, although they coexisted with buildings that showed
significant structural damages. Demolitions and clean-ups were erratic because owners
still own their land though they may not live at their plot any longer. This situation has
not been addressed by the government as far as the team could tell.
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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Figure 7. Examples of housing reconstruction in Hambantota. Projects developed by the Singapore Tsunami
Fund, as well as promoted by local Buddhist communities.

The reconstruction and repair funds were obtained from a variety of sources. In some
cases, the government provided funding which was complemented by private and
donor funds. As in Kaluthara, most of the repaired and reconstructed buildings were
built with masonry blocks or bricks on an existing foundation, lacking, as before, an
appropriate connection to the walls.
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Figure 8. Examples of in-situ housing repairs and reconstruction in Hambantota. Top right image shows
tsunami-damaged homes coexisting with newly repaired houses.

In Batticaloa the team visited several resettlement sites constructed with various
techniques. The first settlement had single-family houses built with masonry blocks or
bricks and with gabled wooden roofs. This was a relatively wealthy community of
goldsmiths that had been severely affected by the tsunami due to its proximity to the
beach.
The reconstructed houses showed regular footprints and good structural integrity,
indicating that the guidelines had been implemented, either by chance or design. For
example, situating the lip of the corrugated metal roof sheet tucked under the
permanent gabled roof to protect from uplift of the roof structure in high winds (Figure
9, bottom right).
This community in Batticaloa was home to a school for masons that educated the
population (mainly women) in the techniques of construction. Many of the houses were
built by workers trained in this school. There had been some partial collapses during
construction which undermined the community’s confidence in these newly trained
masons. Again, the lack of governmental supervision led to varying degrees of
construction quality.
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Figure 9. Examples of housing reconstruction in Batticaloa.

Structural Concerns
In two instances, the team observed that some resettlements faced severe
infrastructural challenges. The Turkish Village in Matara, for instance, was constructed
in very hilly terrain and the design of the houses did not accommodate these
circumstances well. Many of the houses on the downhill sides of the roads were prone
to flooding and poor drainage caused continuous subsidence of the slopes and led to
cracks in some of the houses. There were no retaining walls on some of the slopes,
compounding slope stability problems. The houses had not been designed with
minimum integrity elements such as corner vertical elements or lintel bands, though
they are listed in construction guidelines in Sri Lanka. The guidelines may not have
reached the donor or contractor responsible for the settlement, or they were ignored.
This may not have been a frequent case, but it highlights the need for having guidelines
before the disaster strikes, good channels for deploying them quickly, and some ability
to make sure they are followed. Our interviewees from the government frequently
noted the lack of field checks as one of the major shortcomings in the reconstruction
process.
Figure 10 shows the deformation of the foundation (reflected in the cracks of the
internal floor), as well as the settlement of the corners of the structure, which induce
cracking in the masonry walls. Reinforcement of the corners would have ameliorated
the cracking to some extent, although the main fault lay in the inappropriate
preparation and retention of the soil on which the houses were constructed, which
consisted of highly sloped sections with bad drainage.
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Figure 10. Reconstructed houses in Matara, on hilly terrain with poor drainage.

In Batticaloa, the team also visited a relatively unsuccessful settlement built by an
Indian foundation on lands once occupied by a landfill (Figure 11). The integrity of the
buildings, a set of two- and three-story concrete frames, seemed fine, but some basic
service failures had rendered the homes nearly unlivable. For instance, the pumps that
brought the water up to the roof tanks had failed and had not been replaced, rendering
the upper floors practically unusable since water had to be carried up the stairs.
Residents who could afford it, had slowly left the settlement, while residents who could
not afford to leave tried to adapt to the circumstances. In addition, the usage of the
nearby stream by communities of different religious denominations led to several
community conflicts. Some residents used the stream as a drinking source for the cattle,
which led to pollution of the water, while the rest of the community used the stream for
washing. It seemed to the authors to be an example of failed overall reconstruction
practices regardless of the quality of the construction.
Both this example and the previous Turkish Village instance reflect a common issue: the
quality of land selected for the reconstruction of housing varied. The selection was led
by the local administrations and coordinated with international nongovernmental
organizations, apparently without seeking appropriate expert advice on what lands
were suitable locations. Furthermore, lands with obvious problems had not been
appropriately prepared for the construction of housing.
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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That donors built on lands obviously inadequate also reflects another problem that
permeated the donor attitude: the main objective was to build and to build fast on
whatever available land regardless of the long-term usability of the settlements. This is
in obvious conflict with BBB practices.

Figure 11. Housing reconstruction in Batticaloa, on a previous land fill, which had water supply problems.

Social and Cultural Aspects of the Housing Reconstruction Process
Tsunami recovery and reconstruction was affected by various social and cultural
aspects of Sri Lankan life. The observations of the team were very limited, so the issues
summarized in this subsection--1) differential asset creation; and 2) dissatisfaction with
resettlement housing--should not be interpreted as widely spread. These are simply
issues that were observed in some instances and which might deserve further scrutiny
in order to gauge the balance of satisfaction and dissatisfaction across the resettlement
areas.
Differential Asset Creation
We observed great variation in how households acquired new houses: the uniform
policy of “a house for a house” was not straightforward in its application. Some
households were allowed to select in-situ owner-driven housing wherein they received
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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funds for rebuilding their current home (if they were not in the buffer zone) or a new
resettlement house. In cases where extended families were living in one household,
they used different strategies for acquiring housing; some followed the mandate and
received one house, but others sent some family members (for example a brother) to
acquire a resettlement house while the rest stayed in the damaged home to rebuild it.
These families increased their assets. Some households took a resettlement home, but
then either legally or illegally rented their previous home. Some of those affected
secured their land in the buffer zone by building temporary structures in it with an
apparent intention to make them permanent over time.
These changes will affect the future distribution of assets among the population as some
households will use the resettlement houses for rental property or to sell for profit. In
our interviews, we only found three residents who desired to maintain their primary
residence at the resettlement; most others were waiting for the title (which was
expected after ten years) so they could sell and move, or were waiting to finish
rebuilding their original house so they could return to it. For the poorest displaced
populations, these options were not available; many desired to leave their location and
find another house to rent, although they often had no prospects for that at the time of
the interviews.
Dissatisfaction with Resettlement Communities
The donor-driven resettlement projects were viewed by interviewees as problematic
for a variety of reasons beyond the structural aspects. Governmental officials often felt
that 1) the housing quality in resettlement projects was poorer than in owner-driven
housing, 2) donors ignored governmental advice and local community involvement, and
3) that relocated residents were not taking ownership of the resettlement houses.
Further, the resettlement projects--commonly multi-family units--sometimes disturbed
the relationships between ethnic communities and religious communities, upset
economic and occupational parities, and sometimes generated discord between the
resettled population and the receiving population. These are problems commonly
found with resettlement across the world and are addressed through international
frameworks on internal displacement (Hansen and Oliver-Smith, 1982; Hugo, 1996;
Kalin, 2008; UN, 1998).
The placement of households into resettlement projects was coordinated locally by
village and district officials. Beneficiaries for resettlement housing were interviewed
and given housing in one of their district’s projects. Because these donor-driven
projects were built by organizations that sometimes followed slightly different
protocols for involving beneficiaries and local officials in development and construction.
Satisfaction varied dramatically among residents in different resettlement projects,
from extreme dissatisfaction and no sense of safety, to full satisfaction and desire to
remain in the resettled house forever. Satisfaction with the resettlement housing was
highly related to:



Location (far enough from shore to be safe, but not too far from original location,
proximity of employment),
Resident involvement in construction (feeling of ownership),
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Housing and lot size (as big as before, enough space for all children/family),
Existing community acceptance/getting along.
Safety

While the resettlement houses needed to be developed outside the buffer zone, many
were at such long distances from the shoreline that they negatively affected the
livelihoods of residents. Residents expressed satisfaction that they were no longer
directly adjacent to the shoreline because many still expressed fears of another tsunami
and had recurring dreams about the destruction or loss of lives, but they wanted
projects not far from their original. Some were dependent upon coastal livelihoods and
others felt that the new terrain was too dissimilar to their previous location. For
example, an interviewee from the Turkish Village in Matara explained that her husband
left home at 2 AM to reach the shore by taxi so he could work as a laborer on a fishing
vessel. He would sometimes miss the vessel, and then return home without working.
Other residents expressed a hope to move closer to the coast again as it was where they
were born and felt attachment.
The Sri Lankan government was attempting to foster “ownership” of the resettlement
houses by preparing to transfer titles of the properties to the residents after ten years,
encouraging the formation of resident committees, and suggesting internal fund-raising
for addressing community concerns. Feelings of ownership were more likely to be
expressed by residents who had been involved in the construction process, had some
level of choice of housing, and were able to alter the houses by adding rooms or
changing different aspects. For example, at a resettlement community in Hambantota,
two interviewees said that residents were allowed to assist the construction workers,
allowed to do religious rituals at the construction site to bless the house, and allowed to
choose various details of the housing (such as decorative details above the doors).
Unfortunately, at several resettlement villages uninvolved residents complained of
leaking roofs or sanitation issues, and houses that were very different from what they
were familiar with; they had difficulty addressing these issues and were reliant on
governmental assistance (which was limited).
Satisfaction was related to housing and lot size. The 500-square-foot house was smaller
than some residents had before, and there were fewer bedrooms in the resettlement
homes, commonly only two. Further, the resettlement projects commonly transitioned
residents from single-family homes into multi-family apartments or duplex-style
houses. Some residents indicated that they needed more space for their children who
were often sharing one bedroom, or that they desired more distance between
themselves and their neighbors. Even single-family houses were often situated on very
small lots, with only small walkways between houses.
The resettlement projects often did not generate a sense of community. It seems that
there were no cultural considerations in household placement as it related to previous
social networks, kin relationships, ethnic or religious communities. Lack of attention to
these concerns created no attachment to the new housing and feelings of isolation, at
best; at worst, outright animosity and fighting arose among different groups. In every
resettlement community we observed, there was a mix of Tamil and Sinhalese, and
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Muslim, Christian, and Buddhist. Some of the residents said that they lived “isolated”
lives and did not interact with other residents.
When taken to the extreme, ignoring cultural considerations in the placement of
resettlement projects can raise safety concerns among the residents. This was most
salient in the Turkish Village and Batticaloa. Residents of both resettlement
communities were under threat of violence and theft from villagers who lived in the
area prior to the tsunami. In the Turkish Village, women expressed fear of staying in
their homes alone because local villagers, who were extremely poor to begin with, were
trying to take the resettlement houses by force. In Batticaloa, religious tensions gave
rise to the perception that young men from the local area were threatening the young
women. In both areas, interviewees desired to move as soon as possible for their safety
and many of the donated houses had already been abandoned by those residents who
could afford to move.

Field Observations in the Health Sector
The team visited two locations where health facilities had been altered after the
tsunami. The first one was a maternity wing near Galle, built in the same location it had
been before suffering great damage in the tsunami. The one-story flat masonry
structure was situated at about 20m from the coastal front. We were advised by
government officials that the maternity wing was supposed to relocate inland in the
near future, but it was still at the same location in August 2013 that it had been.
A hospital near Batticaloa (Figure 12), although not physically affected by the tsunami
in 2004, was expanded thanks to a fund from the Netherlands. New wings were built to
replace the old facilities. However, several wings including the operation room are
underutilized due to lack of staff. The hospital is scheduled for structural renovations to
adapt the structure to a better organized footprint.

Figure 12. Clinic facility near Batticaloa significantly expanded after the tsunami.

Field Observations in the Tourism Sector
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Even without governmental assistance, the tourism sites visited had been able to
rebuild and even expand their facilities. Indeed, the coastal front that was once of dual
usage between tourism and residential properties, is now devoted purely to tourism
and commercial activities. Businesses in Arugam Bay (Figure 13) had been supported
by donations from the Italian government.

Figure 13. Examples reconstruction and siting of tourism facilities in Arugam Bay.
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Appendix 2: Research Methods
The team used qualitative methods, including interviews with key informants and
observations in Colombo and six affected districts—Kaluthara, Galle, Matara,
Hambantota, Ampara, and Batticaloa—to understand the reconstruction process
(Figure 14). These locations were identified by key local contacts from the National
Disaster Management Centre (DMC). The Colombo-based DMC contributed a list of all
local DMC contacts, which was used to reach the local DMC teams in Kaluthara, Galle,
Matara, and Hambantota. The interviewees in Ampara were identified through in-situ
requests and depended on availability of relevant contacts. In Batticaloa, we identified
interviewees through recommendations from Ms. Sharanya Ravikumar, a former UNDP
officer. Observations and interviews focused on three sectors: residential, tourism, and
health. Due to easier accessibility and to the relatively higher social impact, the
observations are more numerous in the residential housing sector.

Figure 14. Map of fieldwork locations.

Interviewees consisted of government officials, non-governmental representatives,
academics, and community members; a list of interviewees by district is below. The
final sample consisted of 59 people.
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Interviewees


Colombo (n=22)
o Director of Human Settlements Division, NBRO
o Professor of Civil Engineering, Moratuwa University
o Professor of Civil Engineering, Peradeniya University
o Program Associate, UNDP
o 11 members of the Committee on Guidelines for Buildings at Risk from
Natural Disasters
o Independent consultant
o Project Manager at UN Habitat
o Project Engineer at UN Habitat
o 2 Officials at UN Habitat
o Director of Disaster Planning at the Ministry of Health (by phone)
o Assistant Director Ministry of Tourism (by phone)



Kaluthara (n=6)
o Director Kaluthara DMC
o GramaNiladhari of Kaluthara
o 4 Resident (2 in-situ, 2 resettlement)
o Observation of 2 resettlement projects



Galle (n=6)
o 1 official from the local DMC
o 1 Land Official
o 4 Residents (4 resettlement)
o Observation of one hospital
o Observation of 3 resettlement projects



Matara (n=3)
o 3 Residents (3 resettlement)
o Observation of 2 resettlement projects



Hambantota (n=10)
o 2 officials from the local DMC
o 8 residents (6 in situ, 2 resettlement)
o Observation of one resettlement project



Ampara (n=4)
o 2 Hotel staff
o 1 Hospital President
o 1 NGO Coordinator



Batticaloa (n=8)
o 1 NGO project manager
o 1 NGO social service coordinator
o 3 Residents (1 in-situ, 2 resettlement)
o 3 Hospital Staff
o Observation of 1 hospital
o Observation of 3 hotels

The team used semi-structured qualitative interviews to gather data. This approach
allowed the team to gather similar information from each interviewee, and allowed
G. Franco, A. Sheth, and M. Meyer (2013)
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emergent data. Based on rigorous qualitative interviewing techniques, interviewees
were asked open-ended questions and then encouraged to elaborate.
Interview topics for officials included three main topics of interest:


Policy and Planning: Development of reconstruction underpinning principles,
process, standards, deliberation of ideas, and decision-making processes during
the early phases of reconstruction, including participation, outreach, and
scientific evidence used.
o How were reconstruction guidelines created? (by sector: in housing, in
tourism, in health?)
o What were the main goals of the reconstruction process? How were these
defined?
o Who was involved in the development of principles and standards?



Standards and Guidelines: The finalized standards and guidelines suggested for
usage in the residential unit construction technique for affected communities,
sometimes differentiated by sector. Definitions of BBB standards.
o What were the standards implemented for building reconstruction
following the tsunami?
o How were these created?
o Who was involved in the creation of guidelines?
o How do they differ from what existed pre-tsunami?
o What do you see as BBB practices in the tsunami reconstruction? How so?
o How does your perspective of BBB differ by sector?



Implementation: How and to what extent the chosen standards and guidelines
were implemented, including outreach, enforcement, and evaluation.
o How were standards and guidelines implemented?
o What steps were involved in the implementation processes by sector?
o How were guidelines assessed or enforced?

Interview topics for residents included three main topics of interest:


Pre-tsunami situation: Discussion of their life before the 2004 tsunami,
including employment, family structure, housing structure, and location.
o Where did you live before the tsunami and what was your house and
property like?
o What was your job?
o What family members lived with you



Post-tsunami situation: Discussion of their life after the 2004 tsunami,
including employment and living standards.
o What is your job now?
o What family members live with you now?
o How did you get this house?
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Satisfaction with housing: Discussion of satisfaction with their current housing
situation including details of housing title, family composition, and plans for
future housing.
o Are there any concerns with the house?
o How does it compare to your previous home?
o Do you have the title to this house?
o What are your plans for the future? Do you plan to stay?

The interviews were conducted in English by the three researchers, or with the
assistance of Sinhala and Tamil translators as necessary. During the interviews, all
three members of the team asked questions and probed appropriately as topics arose.
The team members took extensive notes.
In each area, observations included a cursory reconstruction survey that recorded
construction style, construction materials, room distribution, and any observable
damages. The team also had the opportunity to inspect a limited amount of damaged
structures remaining from the 2004 building stock. Within the sample of inspected
buildings, there were abandoned, repaired, reconstructed, and newly resettled
properties. Photographs and videos were taken to document this information.

Analysis
An inductive approach was used in which the notes were reviewed for themes. Team
members discussed developing themes as they traveled. At the end of interviews, the
team reviewed data and themes, and connected themes to develop the report.
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